
Physis 200-05Assignment 81. Consider H = 12~h � ~� as the energy matrix. and that ~n � ~� with~n � ~n = 1, is the matrix for whih j i is the eigenvetor for the eigenvalue+1. It an be shown that ~n = h j~�j i (1)Show that the equation of motion for ~n is given byd~ndt = 1�h~h� ~n (2)Let us assume that initially n 3 = 1 and n 1 = n 2 = 0. and thath3 = � os(�), h1 = � sin(�), h2 = 0.Then as a funtion of time show thatn3 = (os(�)2) + os(!t) sin(�)2 (3)n1 = sin(�) os(�)(1� os(!t)) (4)n2 = � sin(�) sin(!t) (5)where ! = 1�h�.�3 is the attribute whih represents the loation of the N atom in am-monia, the probability of tunneling from the right ( +1) to the left side (-1)beomes small as the di�erene in expetation value of energy for the partileon the left or right di�ers by more than the "tunneling energy" (�sin(�)).Show that if � = �2 , there is a omplete tranfer of probability from theright to left (+1 to -1 eigenvalue). As � goes to zero, the probability of�nding the partile on the left at any time goes to zero.(Note that this is an experiment being done by Walter Hardy and hisgroup in the basement of Hennings right now, where instead of N in ammoniais the orientation of a giant moleule ontaining iron. Their big problem isto ensure that the angle � is as near �=2 as possible)2. Show that an alternative way of solving the time dependent equationsof motion of the two level system is by diretly solvingdj idt = � i�hHj i (6)1



Assume that H = �2�2, and that j i = � 1(t) 2(t)� with  1(0) = 1 and  2(0) =0. Find  1 and  2 as a funtion of time.3. Consider the state for the two two-level states given byj i = N (j+ 1; 1i 
 j � 1; 1i+ j � 1; 1i 
 j+ 1; 1i) (7)j�i = N� (j+ 1; 1i 
 j+ 1; 1i+ j � 1; 1i 
 j � 1; 1i) (8)where j+1; 1i means the eigenstate with the +1 eigenvalue for the attribute�1 in the ase of the �rst partile and +1 for �1 for the seond. Ie, the �rstvalue is the eigenvetor, and the seond is the sigma matrix of whih this isthe eigenvetor. �i are the three sigma matries for the �rst partile, and�i are the three sigma matries for the seond partile. What are possiblevalues for the normalisation fators N and N�? What is the inner produth�jj i.(Do not try to expand out the diret produts in terms of matries.)4. If �1 is the Pauli spin matrix for the �rst partile with matrix � 0 11 0�and �1 is the Pauli spin matrix for the seond partile with the same matri� 0 11 0�, show in problem 3 that both j i and j�i are eigenvetors of thematrix �1 
 �1. What are the eigenvalues?5. Show expiitly that if j1; 3i = � 10� (9)j � 1; 3i = � 01� (10)for eah of the two partiles, then the four dimensional vetorj1; 3i 
 j1; 3i+ j � 1; 3i 
 j � 1; 3i (11)annot be writen as a simple produtj�i 
 j�i (12)2



for any hoie of j�i and j�i. Suh a vetor for two partiles whih annotbe written as a simple produt of vetors for the two single partiles is alledan entangled state.(In this ase do expand the diret produts of ket vetors in terms ofmatries. )[Note: in the physis literature, that 
 symbol is almost alwaysomitted. Thus j�i 
 j�i is written as j�ij�i and you are expetedto know that it is the diret produt that is being used if you arerefering to two separate partiles. Similarly �1 
 �1 is written as�1�1 where you are to remember that this is a diret produt not amatrix produt beause �1 and �1 belong to two separate partiles.It is never orret to matrix multiply attributes whih belong toseparate partiles.℄
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